Your patrons’ needs are changing. Offer them the streaming video they want.

Video use is at an all-time high and continues to grow. Public library patrons often visit their public library for academic study and research, and they seek video content across many subject areas. They also want high quality performance films in the arts and the best documentary film available for pleasure viewing.

Give your patrons the best of both worlds with unlimited access to 44,000 curated streaming videos, the largest public library database available on the market today. With topics spanning science, history, engineering, health, performing arts, religion, feature film, and many others, Public Library Video Online: Premium serves diverse patron types with this exploding medium. You’ll serve your community with content that supports both leisure interests and self-directed learning.

1. **The most videos.** Your patrons will have access to more than 44,000 titles from 500 providers — twice the videos of other providers, with more than half only available from Alexander Street.

2. **The broadest coverage.** No other provider gives you as much breadth and depth across subject areas and material types.

3. **The lowest cost-per-use.** Subscribing libraries pay as low as $.08 USD per video. That includes unlimited full-length streaming for an entire year.
**Breadth of Content**

*Public Library Video Online: Premium* includes every kind of video material available: documentaries, interviews, performances, news programs and newreels, field recordings, commercials, how-to videos, and raw footage. Patrons will find thousands of award-winning films, including Academy®, Emmy®, and Peabody® winners.

**Subject Strengths**

Content in the collection covers all disciplines and subject areas, with specific strengths in:

- Science
- Anthropology
- Dance and Opera
- Fashion
- Business & Economics
- Diversity Studies
- Education
- Feature Film
- Engineering
- History
- Documentary Film
- News & Current Events
- Theatre & Drama
- Criminal Justice
- and more!

**Unmatched Benefits**

Now available to *Public Library Video Online: Premium* subscribers.

**Build by Choice** *(Perpetual rights)*

At the end of each subscription term, your entire subscription cost is automatically applied towards owning perpetual rights to your choice of videos. Most films offer this option, and you can utilize an entire year of usage data to make selections. The longer you subscribe, the more titles you own.

**Subscription Options**

*Public Library Video Online: Premium* is available only to public libraries. Pricing is determined by population served.

*Some territorial restrictions may apply. The number of videos may vary by region.*
TOP CONTENT PROVIDERS

The collection represents content from more than 500 leading distributors, producers, and filmmakers, and more than half is available nowhere else. Some of the top names include:

60 MINUTES
PBS
Dallas Telecourses
Dennis O’Rourke
Berkut Dance International
Broadway Theater Archive
Stanley Milgram Series

Stanford Prison Experiment
Bloomberg
The Open University
Fred Friendly Seminars
Fashion News World
Research Methods
The Great Speeches Collection

POWERFUL, ENHANCED PLATFORM

SYNCHRONOUS, SEARCHABLE SCROLLING TRANSCRIPTS
Scan or keyword-search the full text of each video. Click any spot in the transcript to jump straight to that segment of the video. Many videos feature on-screen transcripts.

SHAREABLE PLAYLISTS AND PERMANENT LINKS
Add all of your favorite films and clips into an online playlist. Then easily share the link or post to social.

CLIPMAKER
Make a video clip with a single click. Drag the red and green time flags, or use the time stamp tool, to set the start and end points of your clip.

DISABILITY SUPPORT
JAWS screen reader software provides speech and Braille outputs of website content to help those with visual impairments. On-screen text supports deaf and hearing-impaired users.